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 SKY Harbor - Conference Call  

Notes 

- Latest number AUM (5.3 bn.) up from a low of 4.6bn Dec 2015. 

- Shift from Short Duration into Broad Strategy since the end of last year due to “abnormal” 

yields been offered in the HY Segment. 

- Good Performance: 14.5% YTD (Broad). From the low point in February the market has 

performed around 20%. The biggest contributors in Q2 and Q3 are the most speculative part 

of the market. In particular, the upside in July was driven by energy names and in August the 

broad market in general. Still expecting a good run in the coming months. 

 

Four Messages: 

1) Corporate Earnings: since 2Q 2015 we’ve had 4 negative consecutive quarters in terms of 

YoY earnings. Expecting to see Q2 and Q3 also negative. Believe Q4 16 earnings will be on top 

of 6% and will break this tendency due to a base effect in comparison to a year ago due to 

high USD and low commodity prices corporates were showing recession valuations on the 

price of bonds. Expect beginning of 2017 supportive in earnings which should be good for the 

HY Market. 

 

 

2) Defaults: Fairly above 5.3% YoY (above historical average of 4.2%). Excluding energy, 

metals & mining issuers default rate stands at an extremely low level of 0.7%. Nearly 25% of 

energy corporates have defaulted. Many defaulted energy bonds that were trading in 20/30’s 

are now running on the 50/60’s cents a dollar. 
 

 

3) Fed Funds: Strong Consensus in market that FED is going to hike before year end. FED 

might want to hike before US elections to have the possibility then to lower rates in market 

volatility increases due to a “Trump Effect”. For HY it’s not a big difference if first hike comes 

in September or December. What’s important for HY are the Long Run Rates that will be 

disclosed then by the federal committee. The question for the members is the following: If 

the Economy is running at normal conditions and normal growth and inflation, what would 

be the fed fund rates? Four years ago the answer would be 4,20%. The actual number would 

be around 3,4%. The members might want to lower this rate to something around 2-2.5%. If 

we get to that point it would be supportive for High Yield because many asset allocators, 

especially pension funds and insurance companies, would perceive that rates are going to be 

low for a while and would increase positions in High Yield Fixed Income. 

 

4) Compression in Liquidity Risk Premium: Sky Harbor Broad is yielding more that its 

benchmark. This is due a stronger exposure to the most speculative part of the market 

(Bonds over 9% yield). SH intends to increase exposure to bonds with lower nominal 

outstanding volume (from 1bn outstanding to a low of around 350mm). There is a strong 

premium (around 200 bp) vs. the same type of credit in bigger issuers. 
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DISCLAIMER 
 

Este documento ha sido preparado utilizando fuentes de información consideradas fiables. Sin embargo, no se garantiza la exactitud ni el carácter 
completo de la información, ni se asume responsabilidad alguna al respecto. Las opiniones y previsiones aquí reflejadas pueden no ser compartidas 
por todos los empleados de BrightGate Capital SGIIC, S.A. y pueden ser modificadas sin previo aviso. BrightGate Capital es marca comercial de 
BrightGate Capital  SGIIC, S.A. 

 


